
A customer experience as 
sleek as your salon

Zenoti Go takes your guest experience to new heights. Don’t make your guests wait 
to experience your service — or pay for it. Zenoti Go runs seamlessly on your 
customers’ mobile devices to automate check-ins and check-outs saving your 

customer and your business precious time.

1www.zenoti.com

Zenoti Go
for salons, spas and med spas

With the power of geofencing, your clients can simply 
walk in and take a seat, without the burden of 
waiting in line to check in. The Zenoti Go app, 
custom-branded to your salon, detects when your 
customer arrives and enables your mobile users to 
check in on their own terms. As soon as they do, 
their service provider is notified. 

Stress-free customer self-check-in

After a long sit in the service chair, Zenoti Go 
empowers customers to get moving immediately. 
Your provider uses a mobile app to add any retail or 
add-ons to the customer’s invoice, then the 
customer’s mobile app automatically initiates 
payment for the visit.

With your customers on auto pay, you’ll be sure that 
every customer that leaves your business has paid.

Breeze out the door with 
automatic check-out
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Reach out today to get started. 

Get Zenoti Go and bring your guest experience
 into the modern era.

www.zenoti.com877-481-7634 info@zenoti.com
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Zenoti Go

Much like your favorite car-share apps, Zenoti Go 
requests that your customer rates their experience after 
each visit. With a simple interface and elegant design, 
customers can quickly leave reviews — and you can 
collect a goldmine of data. 

Actively collect more feedback

Not every client is mobile-savvy, but you can still 
provide them with an enhanced front desk solution. 
Using a sleek iPad kiosk, guests can easily check 
themselves in using a clean and user-friendly 
interface.

Zenoti Go transforms your salon into a well-oiled 
customer experience machine


